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Abstract

Digital broadcasting enables interactive TV, which
presents new challenges for interactive content cre-
ation. Besides the technology for streaming and view-
ing, tools and systems are under development that
extend traditional TV studios with virtual set envi-
ronments. This presentation reviews current technol-
ogy and describes the requirements for such systems.
Interoperability over the production, streaming, and
viewer levels requires open interfaces. As the technol-
ogy allow more interaction, it becomes inherent diffi-
cult to control the quality of the viewers experience.
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1 Introduction

Virtual set environments are used for creating content
for interactive TV. The mixture of real and virtual im-
ages enables affordable productions while delivering
a high visual quality. Virtual set environments do not
require large real sets because the presented space can
be expanded virtually.

Interactive TV with virtual studios based on the use
of set top boxes and MPEG 2 is presented in [Von01].
Necessary application data is encapsulated using Dig-
ital Storage Media- Command and Control (DSMCC)
specification as part of MPEG 2. Feedback into the stu-
dio is transmitted using the Internet (via sockets).

Figure 1 shows the layout of a virtual set environ-
ment for live mixed media streaming. Compared to

an approach using MPEG 2, which transmits a com-
posite video signal, all data is composed at the client
site. This allows having 3D interactive objects in the
stream. The process of camera tracking introduces a
delay. The video and audio delay line (here as a sep-
arate unit) allows synchronized processing of the data
for preparing the broadcast content. In case of offline
production without realtime preview such a unit can
be omitted. Special workstations designed for virtual
studios (e.g., ORAD DVG-10) contain video and au-
dio delay lines as well as a chromakeyer. Additional
tracking includes capturing the position of actors for
resolving occlusion with virtual objects. Such tracking
or additional input devices (e.g., stylus) can be used
for interactive control of the content. Additional video
sources are included in the scenes a video textures.

Figure 1: Virtual Set Layout for Live Mixed Media
Streaming



2 Open interfaces

The interoperability between different applications of
a production environment is either established by doc-
umented file formats or plugins using an application
programmer interface. The plugins have the advan-
tage of tighter integration and accessing functionality
of another application using a common user interface.
For the system design of virtual studios a main (host)
application can be chosen. This could be the modeling
and animation software with a realtime renderer plu-
gin (e.g., ORAD Cyberset NT uses 3D Studio Max as
host application [ORA01]). Other developments pre-
fer to run the realtime renderer including live interac-
tion control as a standalone applications with plugins
for reading data from other applications like the mod-
eling. Some virtual studio applications require that all
interactions and animations are specified within the
system and cannot or only partly be imported from
other applications. Animations are mostly based on
keyframes. Support for importing expressions and
rules for enabling physical-based animation is desired,
but not common available. This limits the interoper-
ability between tools. Promising is the use of XML for
data exchange or open standards like VRML [BCM97].

A realtime renderer with interaction control of a vir-
tual studio has multiple interfaces to devices and appli-
cations as shown in Figure 2. The renderer reads ge-
ometry data and animation (based on keyframes) via a
modeling & animation interface. A real camera con-
trols a virtual camera by means of tracking. The re-
quired parameter like position, orientation, focus and
zoom are read using a camera interface. Interaction
devices like a stylus can be used to control virtual
objects (e.g., Brainstorm Multimedia [Mul01] demon-
strated a virtual umbrella controlled by a stylus at the
IBC 2001). Such devices are supported by interfaces
which provide device abstraction. Those 3D interfaces
are not integrated on the level of the operation systems
yet, while development tools do support them. Moder-
ator and object tracking has several applications. The
basic use is for resolving occlusions (e.g., when is an
object in front of the operator). It can be also used
for generating shadows of the moderator if not a real
shadow is used. This can be implemented in software
by rendering an approximated shadow. Another ap-
proach uses an additional camera at the direct light
source, following the moderator. This image is than
mixed to the composite as a dark shadow. An interface
for a streaming module enables new applications like

clickable video and webcasting. Via a database inter-
face data be imported in realtime and used for visual-
ization (e.g., election results, weather data.) Feedback
from the audience in the studio or at remote distance
can be incorporated into the system to drive interac-
tive programs. Many TV programs use repeatedly the
same virtual set with same scripting and prefabricated
interaction paths. Those can be provided by external
libraries and can be part of soft sets.

Figure 2: Multiple interfaces

3 Low-bit rate with high presenta-
tion quality for business TV

Business TV for corporate information systems has
special requirements, which can be ideal supported
by virtual set environments with a streaming exten-
sion. The content creation should be easy, efficient,
and affordable, while special visual effects are not re-
quired. Corporations have large intranets with PCs in-
stalled, which makes it affordable to deploy TV over
IP. A PC has a larger screen resolution than a regu-
lar TV. When scaling up compressed video streams
of text and graphics, the visual quality is low. Be-
sides speeches for strategic information and motiva-
tion as support for corporate identity, information like
text and graphics (e.g., business charts) are distributed.
The text and graphics should have a high visual qual-
ity, because they carry the main information. The tech-
nology of broadcasting a mixture of video, text and
graphics based on standards like MPEG 4 [Koe01] has
the advantage that the bit stream can be low but text
and graphics have high quality and can be scaled up to
any resolution.



4 Spatial auditory emancipation of
the audience

With spatial auditory displays allowing realtime com-
position of the experience, the audience can emanci-
pate itself spatially from the prefabricated (spatially
composed) content. Virtual concerts are possible with
the multiple audio windows [CK95][Coh94], in which
the listener can rearrange the (virtual) sound sources
and sinks, creating an imagery of his own choice. Vir-
tual concerts are also presented in virtual environments
[CK99] allowing also the listener to take active part in
the concert by substituting one source.

Creating content for such systems requires that all
voices be recorded separated and nearly anechoic.
With numerous audio channels available and con-
sumer spatial auditory display becoming available, vi-
tual concerts can become another common listening
experience [Her00]. Virtual studios have all position
and orientation data for virtual and real objects (via
moderator tracking or interaction devices). This can be
used to drive the virtual sound imagery directly. Ma-
nipulation of the soundscape and spatial content cre-
ation of the audio elements can be supported with vi-
sual tools presented in [Her98]. All operations should
be verified regarding their resource use at the client
side as well network limits.

The MPEG 4 standard [Koe01] could ensure the
interoparatibility of content production and content
viewing. The MPEG 4 standard supports spatialization
of audio streams, including sound synthesis [SVH99].

5 Conclusion

Open standards for interfaces between the building
blocks of a virtual studio would allow easier integra-
tion and would enable the production site to select the
best tools for their specific needs. A standard for lense
calibration data, including its implementation, is one
of many requirements. As long as the technology im-
proves with such speed and the number of users (for
content creation) is limited, proprietary interfaces will
dominate the market. For the consumer site open stan-
dards are well established.

Virtual set environments have been described for
creating interactive streams. The video from the real
scenes are transmitted either as composite or screen al-
ligned video texture. Image-based rendering methods
might give even more freedom of movement for the
viewer. A prototype of viewpoint-based walkthrough

system for real scenes using sprites with depthmap is
presented in [SNR01]. Future developments will en-
able more realism while expanding the degree of in-
teraction.
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